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By J. Geerts (Staefa
Control Systems) with
the assistance of A.
Grindal, H. Schiltknecht
and W. Härdi

THE occupancy density and thus the
hygienic load in, for example , cinemas,
department stores, conference rooms
and multi-purpose rooms can vary
considerably. Air conditioning and
ventilation systems with fìxed mini-
mum outside air change will supply too
much outside air when the room is not
fully occupied, ie when the hygienic
load is reduced. However, this addi-
tional outside air still has to be disri-
buted, heated and possibly humidified
during heating periods, or cooled and
dehumidified during cooling periods.

Air quality control adjusts the out-
side air voiume to changes in the room
air hygiene load. The contamination of
room air has many causes. For exam-
ple, occupants emit water vapour and
carbon dioxide by perspiration and
breathing. They also produce body
odours. Contamination is also caused
by tobacco smo ls,
open fires and ds
(eg alcohol in r in
swimming pools, household cleaning
pr

ntration ofcertain
ga health. Even low
co cause discomfort
and make the room air seem un-
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Figure 1 : Gas sensor (schematic)

Figure 2: Sensor signals, return air v€löölty ånd heat êonsumption (lectu're room in
Zurich)
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34< control is oflered by the gas sensor
developed on the Taguchi principle.
This sensor consists basically of a
heated element inside a semi-conduc-
tive tube (zinc dioxide) (see Figure I ).

The semi-conductive material is
porous and has a large surface area
which is able to adsorb oxidisable
gases. During this adsorption process
electrons are released, which increases
the conductivity of the semi-conduc-
tor. The p.rocess is reversible. If the gas
concentration decreases, the gases are
diffused from the semi-conductor. The
sensor responds very quickly, ie within
a few seconds. It is not subject to wear,
which m
years. It
of sensit
such as
hydrocarbons, alcohols, esters, ben-
zene, etc. The sensor also responds to
water vapour.
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Figure 3: Lecture room at Trondheim University: comparative measurements

with about 300 people in the morning
and afternoon. The gas sensor signal
increased when the students entèred
the room at 9.30am: deterioration of
air quality. During the short break at
I I.00am, the occupants left the lecture
room for I5 minutes. The sensor
showed the air quality improving dur-
ing the lunch break, after which the
sensor responded again to the re-
contamination of the air. The mea-
sured results with the CO2 sensor were
similar.

In the lecture hall at Trondheim
University the signals of several CO2
and gas sensors were compared with
each other. Smoking was not permit-
ted. A precise count of the ocðupants
was made while the measurement was
carried out. Figure 3 shows the mea-
sured value curves for comparative
measurements in the extract air duct.

Rooms w¡th smokers
Tobacco smoke represents a heavy
room air hygiene load, It has been
shown to contain more than 2,000
different components (Bibliography
2). This shows the complexity of-the
term air quality. The gas sensor is
sensitive to tobacco smoke, as
measurements in an office equipped
with a VAV system show. Figure 4
shows the measured value curves of
both sensors. The gas sensor responds
quickly and sharply to cigarette smoke
in the room. The CO2 content, howev-
€r, increases by only a negligible
amount in a smoky atmosphere. It
cannot therefore be taken as a criterion
for air quality in this case.

Other sources of
air contamination
Formaldehyde, which is released
from some building materials, can
cause irritation ofthe eyes and respira-
tory tracts.'Tests with the gas sénsor
show that it registers this form of
contamination but it is not sensitive
enough to register the low concentra-
tions at which some discomfort can
start.

Air quality control
As already mentioned, air quality
control adjusts the outside air v'olumê > 0

Air quality
measurements
The gas sensor was used for measure-
ments in various types of rooms:
offi ces, theatres, gymnasia, multi-pur-
pose halls and lecture rooms. The
purpose was to compare the gas sensor
signal with the room air hygiene load
caused by people, tobacco smoke and
various forms of contamination.
Simultaneously, the carbon dioxide
content of the room air was measured.

Rooms without
smokets
In rooms where smoking is prohibi-
ted and where occupants are ihe only
so
re
th
rh

air stream in the false ceiling over-
cooled the heated sensor and this
temperature reduction caused the sen-
sor sensitivity to change.

A good correlation was achieved
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38 < to the actual demand, ie the hygienic
load of the room. The upper limit of
this air volume'is defined by the size of
the equipment and air ducts. The
lower Iimit can be adjusted by in-
cremental or proportional control of
fan speed or by return air mixing in
return arr systems.

Gontrol system in the
Oslo concert hall
The small auditorium in this concert
hall has 200 seats. An air conditionine
system supplies 9000 m3lh air. BeforË
the control system was modified, the
ou.tside air dampers had the folÌowing
mlnlmum posrtrons:
during performances: 507o open
daymode: l07o open
nightmode: 07o open (100%

return air).

The three positions were controlled
by a time clock. By measuring the air
volume, it was determined that the
outside air volume did not change
proportionally to the damper posi-
tions. When the dampers were l07o
open, l87o outside air was supplied;
when the dampers were 507o open,
907o outside air was supplied.

After air quality control (with the
Taguchi sensor and the Staefa Control
System RNG92 proportional control-
Ier) had been installed, the outside air
volume could be controlled precisely in
accordance with the actual demand.
For this, the controller P band and the
set point had to be adjusted accurately
during commissioning.

When the auditorium is not used
during the day (Figure 5 - I) no
outside air demand is signalled. The
demand only starts when preparations

for the performance of a dance group
are made in the auditorium (II). The
outside air volume increases during the
performance (III). On the following
dav the situation is found to be similar.

Ílo*.u.., the choir rehearsing in the
auditorium needs only a little outside
air in comparison with the dance
group.

With fixed damoer position 
- ie

before the control .ytt.- was modified

- too much outside air was supplied
because the damper positions were not
Iinear. Air ouaiitv 

- control corrects
these positioti. *hí.n the outside air
volume exceeds the actual demand.

Air quality control
in a lecture room

The outside air volume in the Zurich
Iecture room mentioned earlier is also Þ 43
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Figure 4: Comparative measurement between CO2 content and gas sensor in an office
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partial a
capaclty
switched
A room supply air cascade controls the
heating coiì, the dampers and_ the
coolin$ coil in sequence. During heat-
ine operation or at outside tempera-
tuies'above 22'C, the minimum' out-

defìned by the
This percentage
quality control.

The eflect ol air quality control was
determined by measuring the return
air volume.

as sensor
sured air
air quali-
volume is
ide air is

demanded. As the quality of the room
air improves during the lunch break, a

lower 
-outside air volume is required

and the return air volume is increased

occupancy, the outside air volume is
apprôpriately reduced by air qualiry
còntrol but only in cases where hand-
ling the outside air would mean un-
necessary energy consumPtion. The P
band offset of this control means that
even if the room air load is low, there is
still some improvement in air quality.

Energy calculations
The momentary heat balance of a
room can be used to determine the
heating or cooling. output which is
necessary to maintain the temperature
at a desired level. For our Purposes, we
shall examine a heating and cooling
coil without humidification with fixed
Ioad. The output P2 which has to be
provided is as follows (not allowingfor
ihe heat exchange with adjoining
rooms) :

P"=P1¡*P¡-Ps-Pi (kW) (l)

P1¡= transmission losses

I

= 1000>.k,.Ai.AT (kW)

k, = thermal conductance of walls
(w/m2k) '

Ai : iurface of walls (m2)
AT= differential outside

Aircontrol

Figure 5: Damper positions in the system installed in the Oslo concert hall

temperature
temperature

(T") 
-room(T,) (K)

p :density of air (kg/m3)
c :specific heat ofair (kj/kgK)
V =outside air rate (m'/s)

Ps :solar radiation (kW)
Pi :internal heat

P
P

P¡ :h
PM:h

At a certain outside temperature
(defined in the following as the heating
limit) the internal heat gain is equal to
the heat loss. Above the heating limit,
the temperature in the room will
increase or the extra load wiil have to
be cooled. Below the heating limit
when occupancy varies, heating ener-
gy can be saved by reducing the
outside air volume.

Room 20'C during
temperature: oPeratlng tlme

l8'C outside
oPeratins time

Outside air rate: l;200 mrlh (during
oPerating time)

Outsidewallarea: 135 m2 -

AverageUvalue: I W/m2K
Internãlheatgain: 1.8 kW (20

peoPle)* I.4 kW

First the heating limit during the
occupancy time is calculated. The
heating limit is derived from the
following condition: Load supplied:0.
The equation (l) is consequently:

Solar radiation
(lighting)=3.2 ¡1'Y
none

P1¡*P¡-Ps-Pi:0

If p: 12 kg/m3 and c: I kj/kgK the
result is as follows:

AT:6K

Example:
A conference room with 40 seats and a

ventilation system (heating oPeration
only has an average occupancy level of
20 people).

operating times: 
}f:db1iT:åöto*

The heatine limit is therefore at
20-6= I4"C. -

Figure 6 illustrates this calculation
in graph form (line defined as I00%
AU=outside air) . If the outside air
volume is reduced to 507o, which is
possible with partial occupancy, the
Iine becomes flatter and will intersect
the horizontal axis at I0.5'C. This
represents the correspondini heating
limit. The same result is achieved with
the equation (l) if V is 600 m3/h
(AT:9.5 K).

The area between the two lines on
the graph (100% AU and 50% outside
air) shóws the energy saving at various
outs

A ossible for
the , although
the lex due to
the varying solar radiation. A reduc-
tion in ventilation results in lower
cooling output if the outside temPera-
ture is higher than the room temPera-
ture (in Figure 6 room temPerature : ) 44

43

Pr:ventilation losses:p.c.V.AT (kW)
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Figure 6:Heating and cooling outputfor conference room as afunction of the outside temperalure (during operating time)

ts< 23'C during cooling operation).
The annual consumption can be

calculated as follows: If the heat losses
(PrR+PL) are higher than the internal
heat gain, heating is nepessary. The
annual heating energy demand E¡1 is:

E¡1=(p.c.V*0.001.ìAi).Gr. (kw) (2)

Where Gr*=degree hours in relation to
heating limit T*:

Sum of hourly temperature differential
between heating limit and outside
temperature.

àt.-t.) k tKhl T*=heating limit

In Holland (de Bil\t, Utrecht pro-
vince) the degree houis for a reference
year have been calculated (Bibliogra-
phy B). Using these hgures in relation
to the conference room described in the
above example, the following is
obtained.

1007o outside air:
Gr l4oC:10990 Kh (Monday-Friday

08.00-17.00 h)

507o outside air:
Gr l0.5oC:6680 Kh (Monday-

Friday: 0800- I 7.00 h)

4

Depression period:
Gr l8'C=53290 Kh

By using formula (2) for calculating
the heating energy demand we arrive
at Table l.

lVith controlled outside air volume
the annual energy saving relating to
the total heat requirement of heating
and ventilation systems is thus 28%.

The heating enèrgy required for the
lecture room in the Zurich area when
the outside air volume is controlled
was measured in the air ducts. For this,
4 PTl00 temperature sensors were
used on both the inlet anC outlet side of
each supply air device. A velocity
sensor còntrolled the supply aír
volume. A computer used the mea-
sured data to calculate the energy

and an outside air rate of about
5,300 m3/h, the output was approx-
imately .12 kW. When the outside air
volume was reduced during the lunch
break and after the lecture, the output
immediately decreased.

The achievable energy savings de-
pend largely on the particular situa-
tion. As shown in Figure 6, the saving
potential decreases as the internal heat
gain increases. Large savings can be
achieved in rooms with high outside air
volume per person (rooms with smok-
ers) and low occupancy. To make
reliable predictions, a calculation must
be made for each particular case. The
measurements with the gas sensor
produced the results in Table 2 in
respect ofsavings and pay-back for the
additional equipment installed.

In the auditorium and the sports
hall the percentage energy savins is
Iess than in the concert hall due tolhe
larger internal heat gain. The pay-
back period was calculated on the 6aiis > ¡o

O,rtirrg operating time
Outside operating time

Total 13,070 kwh/a 9,430 kWh/a

fixed oulside
air uolume

5,880
7,1 90

controlled outside
air uolume

2,2+o
7, lg0
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Concert Hall, Oslo
Auditorium, Trondheim
Sports Hall, Oslo
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Hogeschool,

Manual and single leaf models of
this track are also available, for doors
with a weight not exceeding 200 kg and
a width of up to 3.24 m. The largest
tracks available from Fermod are the
Fermatic 4400 sêries which will carry
doors of400 kg, with a single leaf width
up to 6.24 m.

To cater
for sliding
Iightweight
introduced
Iightweight extruded alloy tracks.
These are ideal for small retail outlets
where space is at a premium, or to give
personnel access to a large chamber.
This range is suitable for door aper-
tures up to 1.5 m wide.

The Fermoflex range of flexible
curtains has been designed for refri-
geration applications. The extruded
strips in the Fermoflex RL 2500 series

right down to -50 deg C.
The Fermod range also includes a

venting port which is important in
today's modular cold rooms, which are
completely hermetically sealed. This
pressure balancing valve allows the air
pressure built up during defrost to be
vented, thus eliminating structural
stress to the cold room walls and
ceiling, and balancing the reduction of
internal pressure which occurs during
"pull-down".

Sauings
o//o

+0
t2
l0

Pa2-back
kWh/a

þeriod
Years

I
I.5
4.3

500,000
23,000
33,000

Table 2
g{ of the absolute saving and the costs of

carrying out the measurements and
delivering and commissioning the air
quality óontrol plus, in the first exam-
ple, some modifications to the system.

Gonclusion
The Taguchi gas sensor is capable of
measuring the degree of air contamina-
tion. The sensor signal acts on the fan
speed or on a mixing air damper via a
proportional controller. This makes it
possible to reduce the minimum out-
side air volume required during full
occupancy on the basis ofthe effective
air quality, thus saving heating and

Bi-parting doors
for dairy
warehouse
THE first installation of a fully auto-
matic bi-parting version of the Ferma-
tic 3300 series sliding door track
system, supplied by Fermod Ltd, has
been completed by Deejay Coldstores
Ltd of Kings Lynn, at the new Job's
Dairies warehouse complex at Sun-
bury Cross.

ifhe 10,000 sq ft cold store facility is
now fully operational and wili supply
dairy products to Marks and Spencer
and Sainsbury's, among others, and
provide total chilled distribution for
the Sperrings chain throughout the
south ofBritain. Distribution is carried
out2+ hours a day, six days a week in
Job's own fleet of 30 l6-ton lorries.

The speed and efficiency of handling
at Job's new warehouse is further
enhanced by the bi-parting door sys-
tems which all use the new Fermatic
track on doors supplied by Hemseck
Doors Ltd. Ease and speed of access
are essential requirements at this store,
and the Fermod fittings cater for this.

Designated the 3370DV, the track is
unusually simple in design; a single
motor lifts and slides the door, and uses
only one continuous chain. Smooth
operation is ensured by the use of a
self-regulating clutch which provides
tmmediate reversal of the dirèction of
travel and eliminates chain snatch.

cooling energy expended on handling
and distributing the outside air. The
extent ofthe saving depends heavily on
the internal heat gain, the outside air
rate per person and the room occupan-
cy. To be able to make a reliable
prediction of savings and payback on
the additional equipment required, a
separate energy calculation therefore
needs to be made in each case.
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Installations
The bi-parting door operates at I m
per second, twice the speed of a single
leaf door. An automatic safety edge
strip on both doors provides instant
reversal on contact. In the event of a
power failure all door systems can be
operated manually.

mated steel and are located inside the
main track which.acts as its own cover.
The gasket which was specially de-
veloped for the 3300 series is now
supplied complete with pre.-formed
mitres corners to assist in making the
perfect seal.

Fermatic sliding doortrack in use atthe
new Job's Dairy warehouse complex For more details clrcle f02
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